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SITUATION: There’s no such thing as a «random» attack – we have to 
be prepared for very determined, versatile and skilled groups of attackers

Large scale 
identity theft

Attack of an 
ecosystem 
participant

Realisation 
of a profitable
business case

Targeted 
sabotage

Theft of 
valuable/ 
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information

CYBER 
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THREAT 
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Targeted 
reputation 
damage

Hacktivists Technology 
Kids

Foreign 
Governments

Cyber 
Criminals Competitors Terrorists Employees

• We serve C-Level Exec teams and Boards to find robust measures to strengthen their company considering 
economic feasibility and expected risk/cyber security maturity level

• We test client dispositives on existing vulnerability, help to protect them and prepare to respond firmly in case
of cyber incidents

• We cover all necessary measures to protect our clients as well as to detect attacks and respond on existing 
cyber threats
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Cyber Security Violations have a significant impact on Group Risk 
Management 

THE IMPACT OF CYBER SECURITY VIOLATIONS DEPEND ON THE :

These three topics affect the Group Risk Management and require Board and Shareholder information

Attacks cannot be excluded however our specialists know the most effective responses. We help to 
1. identify the external threats and internal vulnerabilities, 

2. detect emerging attacks and limit violation impacts, 
3. prevent waste of time in detection and damage of reputation

4. and we support in professional reporting for Risk Management

OUR SPECIALISTS KNOW ATTACK PATHS AND DAMAGE POTENTIALS

1. Cyber security 
system 2. Cyber security dispositive

3. Reactions on 
recognized/emerging 

attacks

System comprehensiveness 
and feasibility checks

Evaluation of attack 
response dispositive

Specific attack detection 
and response

MSF offers various support to limit damages from Cyber Security Violations 
and to comply with international frameworks and standards of Risk Management
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There are many precautionary activities we attend to and prepare for 
clients – Example Manufacturing Client (1/2)

In most cases our clients do not have a state-of-the-art Cyber Security Strategy

SOC RFP

SOC Longlist definition

OT overview

SIEM, SOC and EDR concept 
formulation

Cyber Security Program
definition
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QA SOC implementation

We define and prepare all specs,  
templates and process steps

Specification, processing and 
installing alarm systems

Protection of 
production facilities

Concept alarm 
systems

State-of-the-art 
cyber security 
vision

SOC = Security Operations Center EDR = Endpoint Detection and ResponseOT = Operational Technology SIEM = Security Information and Event Management
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There are many precautionary activities we attend to and prepare for 
clients – Example Utility Client (2/2)

Broad range of services we render for large organisations

SOC/OT evaluation

EDR POC and concept design

OT IR Plan and IR runbook establishment

2nd opinion Cyber Security Strategy
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IT/OT Program Lead
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RFI/RFP Cyber Security Program

Cyber Security Business Plan
Formulation for Group Management

Establishment of OT-Concept

Baselining OT 
Maturity Testing

We regularly prepare status 
meetings for the Exec Team

Concept and evaluation of alarm 
systems

Prepare processes to react on 
an attack
Tendering cyber security 
technologies
Confirm maturity of produc-
tion cyber security

Concept to protect 
production

SOC = Security Operations Center EDR = Endpoint Detection and ResponseOT = Operational Technology SIEM = Security Information and Event Management
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Think like an attacker – business must understand the cyber attack kill 
chain to protect its assets

Characteristics of the kill chain
• At least one step in the entire kill chain has to fail
• The average time to complete each phase of the kill chain varies – the defender must act faster 

than the attacker
• Countermeasures must be implemented faster then the attacker can react

Initial 
compromise

Escalate 
privileges

Initial 
reconnaissance

Establish 
foothold

Complete 
mission

Weaponisation 
delivery

Exploitation 
installation C2
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Emergency Response
In case of an incident such as 
mal/ransomware or data 
breaches our team stands ready 
to support with scoping and 
analysis in order to contain the 
situation aiming to limit the 
damage

GOAL
Direct access to experienced 
specialists for IT and OT
environments and competent 
incident management

Service Example 1 – Cyber Security Emergency Support

Remediation/Recovery
When you have been hit with a 
cyber attack the aftermath can 
be a daunting task. We can 
support with
• Confirmation the threat is 

contained
• Conducting root cause 

analysis
• Develop a remediation and 

recovery plan
• Determine regulatory 

requirement to report

GOAL
Access to skilled incident 
managers and GDPR/DSVGO 
specialist

Post Incident
Our team can support reviewing 
the incident 
• Threat Intelligence
- Why did this happen?
- Targeted attack?

• Lessons learned process
• Compare vs. best practices 

industry

GOAL
Ability to further improve cyber 
SEC capabilities to streamline 
future & response
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Characteristics
A Red Team Assessment is a very targeted operation to test an organization’s detection and response 
capabilities

Service example 2 – besides corporate cyber security maturity 
assessments we conduct as well red team exercises to train defense in 
case of real-life cyber attacks 

External passive scan of a 
company’s notable 
vulnerabilities and 
weaknesses which an attacker 
sees from outside
Result: Initial hypothesis and 
client report

External “black-box” attack to gain initial access to the client’s 
business critical infrastructure and crown jewels
Result: State of the client’s infrastructure in accordance with our 
analyses including initial measures plan

Internal “Grey-box” attack in which 
the team gets access to the client 
infrastructure as a regular employee
Option: Physical penetration info core 
buildings and sensitive locations
Result: Comprehensive analyses 
documented for the management and 
for the CIO department including 
improvement recommendations and 
plan

Approach Applied
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Data Loss 
Prevention

Threat assessment 
company profile

Red team 
defence check

Threat Hunting

Emergency 
Support

Extraordinary situations require special measures - COVID-19 
Cybersecurity Check-up
Intelligence Driven Response Package

Inspection

EDR Deployment on all 
endpoints
(Laptop, Desktop, BYOD, 
Mobile, Server)

Remote configuration 
check

Awareness level

Roll-Out

Existing processes

Analysis and Actions

Remote access 
screening

Targeted Awareness

Intermediate IR process

EDR Detection EDR detections 
severity scoring

Optional

Timeline
(Example) 1-2 Days 10-14 Days 14-20 Days
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Why MSFPartners – what makes the difference in the eyes 
of our clients
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… an independent, 
vendor neutral, privately 
held company 
specialised on Cyber 
Security

We are …

… are large Swiss or 
international companies

Our clients …

… is to incorporate Cyber Security risk management 
into the business strategies of our clients, taking 
special care for protecting the client’s Target Operating 
Model. We serve Executive teams and company Boards 
but work with company experts in embedded project 
teams

Our positioning …

… from concept to 
successful implement-
tation. We gained broad 
experiences in 
implementing security 
operations centers (SOC), 
endpoint protection and in 
protecting critical 
infrastructure (ICS/OT)

We lead projects …

… a large international 
relationship network
with key technology 
players of Cyber Security 
in Europe and Israel. 
Together with our Partner 
in Israel, we regularly 
scout for new approaches 
and technology

We have …

… a broad cross 
industry experience –
insurance, financial 
services, transportation, 
telecommunication, 
energy & utilities, 
defence, media and 
manufacturing

We offer …

has been approved by 
the Swiss ministry of 
defence (PSP –
Personensicherheits-
prüfung) for working in 
highly critical 
infrastructures such a 
nuclear power plants or 
defence installations

Our team …
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Cyber Security 
IT and OT 
Strategies
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We offer a broad cyber security service portfolio

Our Services Characteristics
• Deriving necessary Cyber Security blueprint from business needs
• Formulating Cyber Security roadmaps and programs
• Providing financial cyber security investment planning

Maturity 
Assessment IT 
and OT

• Assessment of cyber security maturity score and resilience against attacks in both, IT and 
OT

Cyber Security 
Technology 
Evaluation 

• Scouting for new technologies and cyber security methodologies
• Formulation of RFP specifications
• Leading entire RFP processes

Red Team and 
Security 
Assessments

• Conducting complex penetration tests, assessing cyber security weaknesses and incident 
response capabilities

• Verifying robustness of VPN access to corporate resources and home-office configurations

Cyber 
Resilience 

• Establishing Incident Response Plan and Runbooks
• Emergency cyber response organization
• Cyber contingency and recovery plans (BCM)
• Cyber crisis exercise (C-Level, operational Level)

Incident 
Response

• Conducting emergency engineering support in case of severe attacks

GDPR/DSGVO • Auditing GDPR compliance
• Formulating GDPR programs
• Proposing measures to prevent data loss
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MSF Partners was created in 2016 and has an international footprint

Office Lausanne

Jean-Pierre Therre
Managing Partner

Office Tel Aviv

Rami Efrati
Managing Partner

Office Dubai

Office Zürich and Zug

Chris Watts
Managing Partner

Franco Monti
Senior Partner

Dante Stampa
Senior Partner
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Our focus is Cyber Security Advice for IT and OT

Hermann Ineichen
Senior Advisor


